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Abstract 

Women played important roles in the nationalist struggle in Nigeria. Through sheered 

demonstrations, revolts and riots, women openly challenged British colonial authority and their 

obnoxious policies in different parts of Nigeria. In most of these revolts and protests, many 

women were injured and killed by British agents in the bid to nip in the bud such anti-colonial 

struggle. This paper is an attempt to examine the Akpanya women protest of 1940 as part  of the 

general women resistance movement to British colonial rule in Igala land in  Nigeria. Since the 

revolt occurred several decades ago, no concrete attempt has ever been made to document or 

examine the history of this revolt. The paper reveals that because of the high economic 

prosperity of Akpanya women and the quest by British authority to increase revenue base needed 

to finance World War II, the British colonial administrators arbitrarily increased the rates/ 

incidences of taxation in Akpanya, Adoru district and Igala land in general. Pitched by this, 

women took to the streets and occupied the offices and residence of Colonial officers. Through 

this, the women public challenged such rapacious economic cum administrative policies of 

British colonialists and demanded for an end to taxation especially female taxation and colonial 

rule in its entirety. They occupied the entire office and refused to leave until their grievances 

were attended to. This study concludes that women played immense roles in anti-colonial 

struggle in Igala land. This paper relies mostly on archival documents obtained from Kaduna, 

oral interviews and literature. 
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Introduction 

 Women were critical prime movers in the collective struggle against British colonial policies 

and administration in Nigeria and Igala land in particular. As wives to numerous men, they 

encouraged their husbands to resist colonial policies. Also, as an integral part of the community 

with high population, they mobilized themselves and formed a common front to challenge 

imperial policies that were inimical to the development and wellbeing of the people. According 

to A.E. Afigbo, the Aba women riot of 1929 was a response from the women of south eastern 

Nigeria against British colonial administrative policies.1 Afigbo avers that the women of Aba 

rioted because of the arbitrary many the British colonial administrators’ taxed women. These 

poor women who could hardly eke a living were made to pay tax alongside their husbands. This 

unsavoury scenario of exploitation and barefaced robbery angered the women of Aba who 

violently confronted the colonial administrators and their native collaborators. Many women lost 

their lives in the Aba fracas while others were injured. Similarly, A. Judith in her study of the 

Egba women revolt explains how Ransome Kuti was able to assiduously mobilize the Egba 

women to confront the British administrators for imposing high incidences of tax on the women2. 

The Egba women singing solidarity songs marched to the palace of the Alake of Egba land who 

identified with the women and advised them to peacefully proceed to the office of the British 

colonial administrators to table their complains. The efforts of the Egba women were 

instrumental to the abolishment of female taxation in Yoruba land. 

 Retrospectively, women were critical combustive agents of socio-economic change whose 

activism culminated to the freeing of Nigeria from the horrendous clutches of British colonial 

rule but to what extent did Akpanya women contribute to this national and continental 

movement? Although studies on women revolts and uprising have been carried out in other parts 

of Nigeria especially south eastern and south western parts of Nigeria, none has been done on the 

Igala of North central Nigeria. To date, it is unknown what role women played in the anti-

colonial struggle in Akpanya and Igala area in general. Thus, in this study, we investigate and 

historically reflect on the Akpanya women revolt of 1940 in the  Adoru district of Igala 

kingdom. Specifically, the paper addresses the origin of the 1940 women revolt in Akpanya and 

examines the props and fundamental issues that undergirded the revolts and the general impact of 

the revolt on Akpanya women and Igala land in general. Because of the paucity of literature on 

this aspect of Igala history, the study utilizes archival documents and oral interviews. The paper 



is divided into four sections, section one which is ongoing is the introduction, section two 

examines the land and people of the study area and the nature of taxation and women in the 

colonial Igala land, section three looks at the origin of the 1940 Akpanya women revolt and 

section four examines its impact on women and the entire Igala land and a conclusion. 

  

 

Land and People of the Study Area 

Akpanya is an Igala border community located in the then Adoru district of Igala Kingdom. It 

shares a common boundary with some Igbo Nsukka communities. Akpanya is geographically 

located between Latitude 6 o 45’ and 7 o 12’ N and longitude 6 o 55’ E and 7 o 22’ E.3 

Ecologically, Akpanya is located in a transition belt region of the north central Nigeria 

oscillating between the high forest of the coastal belt and the more drier and open conditions of 

savannah belt. It has an annual rainfall pattern of about 50 inches. This favorable climatic 

conditions support agricultural and non-agricultural activities.4  By 1920, the entire population of 

Adoru district was 11,972 comprising of 3990 adult males and 4886 adult females and 2996 

children.5 By 1940/41 the population of Adoru district was 9671. Out of these numbers, 3248 

were adult males while females were 2828.male children were 1558 while females were 1730. 

By 1941 and 1942, the total population of Adoru district was 9074 comprising of 3176 adult 

males and 2713 adult females.6 The population of Akpanya, the epicenter of this revolt in 1940 

was 9074. The main agricultural wealth of Akpanya lies in yam cultivation. However, other 

crops like maize, cassava, Beans, Cotton, Koko yam, Pepper and others are grown as well. Non-

agricultural activities like blacksmithing, weaving, dyeing, hunting and trade are practiced as 

well. Akpanya shares a common boundary with the Igbo communities of Northern Nsukka, 

namely Unadu, Itchi, Ibagwa-Nkwo, Okutu, and Okpuje. These proximities have engendered 

mutual inter-group relations across social, economic and cultural strata. Main markets in 

Akpanya are Ede, at Agbedo,  Nkwo at Agbokete and Afor at Ogboligbo.7 Outside Akpanya, 

neighboring markets exist at Unadu, Ibagwa, Okutu , okpuje and Odolu. Akpanya is less than 45 

minutes drive from University of Nigeria (UNN) Nsukka campus. E. F Idoko describes further 

states that ‘Akpanya community is composed of small settlements, all within a radius of five 

kilometer. The settlements are grouped into two zones. The Akpanya zone consisting of Agbedo,  

Ajobi, Oji-Akpanya zone, Eba, Agbokete, Ubele and ogboligbo. The Amaka zone, consisting of 

Amaka and Igabije, all within the present day Igalamela/Odolu local government Area of Kogi 

State, North-central Nigeria 

 

 



Taxation and the Colonial State: Towards an Understanding of the Ideology of British Tax 

system and Revolts in Igala land 

Taxation is the practice of collecting taxes (money) from citizens based on their earnings 

and property. The money collected helps the government to fund police, military, build and 

maintain roads among other developmental projects. It is also a compulsory financial charge or 

levy imposed on any individual or property by government. Failure to pay attracts punishment by 

law8 Taxation was and still is a major source of revenue to government globally. Taxation takes 

different forms such as direct or indirect taxation.  Taxation during the halcyon days of British 

colonialism in Igala land was pursued with vigour.9 The British authorities and administrators 

from the onset advocated that colonies must be financially self-sustaining. They openly 

confessed that the natives must be able to provide the financial and material resources needed for 

the smooth and efficient colonial governance and administration. Lord Lugard,10 the First 

Governor General of Nigeria summarized the essence of British Colonialism as been to bestow 

on the people the blessings of western civilization and good governance. Prior to tax collection, 

the colonial administrators would always organize a census exercise.11 This involved the 

systematized counting of all individual in a particular part of Igala land. During census, both 

adult males and females including children were counted. Also counted were the blind and 

lepers. The essence of census in twentieth century Igala by British administrators was to ensure 

that they have adequate and proper figures of the population of the people to ensure balance in 

tax collection. In order to ensure demographic accuracy, the colonial administrators mandate 

traditional rulers to ensure that all the people within their domain were counted. In some cases, 

the Colonial demographic officers were encouraged to ensure that they visited all the remote 

areas of each district. If the colonial administrators feel that the figures given of a particular 

district is inaccurate or too small, a recount was immediately carried out by new set of assessors 

Because census exercises were primarily carried out for tax purposes, every census figure is 

reconfigured to reflect estimate of tax incidence.  Through a comparative analysis of census 

figures and tax returns, the colonial administrators were able to determine the growth in 

population and make probable financial projections and place tax demands on each district based 

on census estimates. Also through this means, they colonial administrators were able to detect 

frauds in tax collections and administration.12 

Furthermore, the British colonial administrators in Igala land also justified the impossible 

of high taxes on the Igala because they were naturally lazy in the midst of abundant fertile soil 

and arable land which supported agricultural productivity.13 Sidney Smith in his assessment 

report of Adoru District of Idah division observed thus about that the people: 

 their character leaves much to be desired…the men appallingly lazy…they farm 

just for food, drink, and seed  and a little over in cases of maize,… the young men 

amuse themselves going from village to village, drinking all that they can get and 

running after such women as happens to be without husbands either pro tem or 

permanently..They are naturally very lazy14 



Therefore, as a result of the disparaging and maligning remarks been made about Igala by 

the British colonial administrators, they reasoned and concluded 15that the only solution to the 

naturally laziness of the Igala was to impose on them enormous tax rates. According to the 

Colonialists, through the compulsory payment of tax, the people will be forced to become more 

productive and enterprising. Even when the touring officers and the Atta clamoured for a 

reduction in tax rates following bitter complains and demonstrations in different Igala villages 

and districts, the District officer of Igala division in 1933, Mr. G.M Clifford for instance was 

upset and vehemently opposed to a reduction in the hope that an increase in tax rates will 

stimulate the people to cultivate an area larger than that which merely suffice for their needs.16 

He stated that the soil is fertile and with the planting of beeniseed, perhaps ground nut, the 

present incidence should not be a harder thing but it proved difficult in Ankpa area were the 

people violently revolted. The touring officer in his reported disagreed with the D.O but could 

rarely do anything to alter the opinion of his boss. he criticized Clifford’s opinion arguing that” it 

is difficult to change the habits of generations in the space of a year or two”17 

In Igala land, the colonial administrators with support from their local comprador 

collaborators carried out in depth and routine assessment of the state of the economy and society 

in general. In determining the economic prosperity and values of crop yields, they British 

assessors visited farms and took measurements of farm sizes and made probable projection on 

yields based on certain interviews with native farmers.18 They also took time to count the number 

of economic trees in all districts and villages across Igala land. Economic trees like palm trees, 

Kola nuts, Ivirgia(Ugba), prosopis Africana(Okpeye),Banana, were carefully counted.19 In order 

to determine future prices of such economic trees and produce, the colonial administrators and 

assessment officers visited rural markets from where current prices were obtained and 

recorded20. It is unfortunate to state the colonial administrators do not take into considerations 

unforeseen diseases like Locust invasions, epidemic diseases or poor rainfall pattern that could 

blight the economic resources of the local people even after such assessment has been made.  

 Routine census exercises were carried and in cases of poor census,21 a recount was done. 

In determining the amount to be paid as tax by the people, assessment officers usually British 

District or Assistant District officers were employed with supports provided by local chiefs 

(Onus and Maddakis) the functions of the local chiefs was to ensure that all taxable adults within 

their domain were made available for count during tax assessments or census. It was a criminal 

offence punishable by fines or imprisonment for a Local chief to conceal information regarding 

the population of taxable adults within his area of jurisdiction.22 In fact, many chiefs were 

dethroned and some severely fined for negligence on issues of tax within their district. Once the 

Local chiefs receive instructions from the colonial administrators on when tax collection is to 

begin, proper announcement through the aid of town criers are made throughout the villages and 

in market centers. The chain of information flow is horizontal, starting from the Colonial 

administrators through the Native authority through the District head. In Akpanya area,  the 

District scribe is the officially appointed tax-collector but he only accept money in the presence 



of the Village Head; he issues individual receipts, the counterfoil of which are checked against 

his cash-book as safe guard against fraud23. 

 Besides, the paramount ruler of Igala land- Atta Igala was also involved in tax administration in 

twentieth century Igala land.24 The Atta paid monthly visits to districts within Igala land. During 

such visits, the Ata discusses the tax situation with each individual Onu. Any culpable slackness 

by Onus and village heads is punishable by removal from office or fine. In 1932, two senior 

Onus and five junior Onus were dismissed in Ankpa districts. The District Officer reported about 

this punitive measures thus “never has such concentrated action been applied to Ankpa and I am 

satisfied that every effort possible is been made to accelerate collection of the tax”25 there were 

also the tax messengers or scribes who are critical agents in tax collections and administrations. 

The messengers do not handle tax money; however, they are touring continually and keeping the 

administrative officers au fait with tax situation in outlying parts.26                     

 The Akpanya Women Protest of 1940 

The chain of events that culminated to the 1940 Akpanya women revolt predates 1940.27 Little 

wonder, the revolt took pride of place in the entire home districts in Igala land for the year. 

Contrary to colonial reports that it was an Ibo led revolt, it in was in reality Igala women that 

were responsible for the revolt. The Colonial administrators due to their ignorance and probably 

because of the close proximity of Akpanya to Ibo land coupled with the high prevalence of Ibo in 

Akpanya, they were often wrongly seen as Ibo. This misconception appeared in their analysis of 

this civil disobedience movement. Tupper-Carey reported that it was an Ibo affair against 

taxation in Akpanya. He specifically stated that “the women of Ibo community staged a 

demonstration against the payment of tax,” He traced the origin of the revolt to Ibo women 

mobilization against perceived news of tax increase in the late 1939. By February 1940 when it 



became much clearer to the women that their tax incidence will be increased by a small margin, 

hell was let loosed and this marked the beginning of the civil disobedience movement. 

According to  Tupper-Carey28, the revolt started when over six hundred women in early February 

marched to occupy the office of the British District officer of Nsukka. At Nsukka, the made 

public and declared their collective resolution never to pay tax again. Tupper-Carey further 

traces the origin of the revolt when he stated that the problem started when over:  

Six hundred women including Ibo migrants’ women declared openly their determination 

to pay no tax. The women march as light noisy Brigade surged from Akpanya to Nsukka 

and back to Adoru…The women of Ibo community staged a demonstration against 

payment of tax. This constituted in a march to Nsukka (they were mostly of Ibo Origin) 

where they encamped themselves in the Government Station much to the dismay of the 

District Officer29 

 The women prior to their march to Nsukka visited the Village Head to notify him of their 

collective resolve not to pay tax anymore. The leaders of this protest were Regina Ali Eke, 

Omada Ezea, Ugwu Oyibo Eze, and Vikky Attaja. They all abandoned their domestic activities 

and disrupted vehicular movements along the road. On their way, they chanted war songs and 

made loud noises to the amazement of passersby. They occupied the entire office of the District 

Officer and sang many numerous war songs despite the presence of armed native police officers. 

Although they sang war songs, their intentions were never to violently attack or confront the 

much armed British officers.30 After much interrogation and subsequent pleas by the District 

Officer of Nsukka, the women were eventually persuaded to return to their homes. They District 

officer equally pleaded with them to see reasons why their tax was needed.  He further promised 

the women of an investigation into their demands and grievances31. The women been always 

peace makers, however, consented to pay tax that year. 



An important question that needs to be asked is, why did the women take their revolt as Nsukka 

in the Southern Province instead of Idah, the headquarters of Igala division in the Northern 

Province? Available evidence suggests that distance and language barriers were critical issues 

that shaped the direction of the movement.  Akpanya is much closer to Nsukka and is about 

sixteen kilometers. Idah on the other hand, is farther. From Akpanya to Idah was takes two to 

three days on foot. It is about a hundred kilometers and covered with thick forest. This deterred 

the women from staging this protest at Idah. Besides, many of the women were but not all were 

from Ibo Nsukka communities  and had been married to Akpanya men or domiciled in Akpanya 

for long and are thus, very much conversant with  Nsukka than Idah. Also, very many of the 

women did not understand Igala language properly or English instead, Ibo was the most common 

language the women understood and it was only in Nsukka division that they could be 

adequately granted audience32.    

Although taxation was one of the major immediate causes of the revolt, there were also remote 

issues that angered the women. Firstly, was the arbitrary manner the Achadu managed the 1929 

riots in Akpanya33. The riot was caused by Idoko Ate’s attempt to succeed his father Atta Nwa 

Idoko as the district head (Abaigbo and Onu of Akpanya).  PE Okwoli34 stated that after the 

traditional burial of the Atta Nwa Idoko had been done, it was now the turn of Egali section to 

produce a new Abaigbo, for Atta Idoko was from Oyiro ruling section, Aba Okolo Ali fom 

Odumogu part of Egali section was nominated for the post. He went to Idah where he was given 

the title of  Abaigbo Akpanya by Achadu Ameh Adaji.  However, Idoko Ate, the Gago, refused 

to resign and hand over to the new ruler. Instead he went to the same Achadu Ameh Adaji and 

used his wealth and influences to persuade him to give the Abaigbo chieftaincy title to him. The 

Achadu gave him the title also. Akpanya people were confused as they had got two rulers as the 



same time…when the time came for the Akpanya people to pay the 1929-1930 poll taxes, the 

people refused to pay any tax because they did not know which chief to pay to35. When the 

colonial divisional officer, Mr. Mile Clifford heard of this unwholesome development, he asked 

Achadu to go to Akpanya to settle the dispute so that taxes could be collected; he reached 

Akpanya and decided to put up in Idoko Ate house.  A day after his arrival, a meeting was held 

with the members of the public including women at Agbedo. During the meeting, the supporters 

of the two factions started fighting. This turned into a very big riot attempt was made on the life 

of Achadu; he escaped with serious injuries on his head. When the Achadu reached Idah, he 

reported the issue to Ata and the District Officer who immediately sent police officers to 

Akpanya for massive arrests. Many women and men were arrested in Akpanya. This made the 

women to develop intense dislike for the Achadu and his agents cum representatives (Village 

Head) in Akpanya.36  In a British intelligence report on this protest, it was reported that 

“certainly,  intense dislike of the Achadu was a contributory cause and it is considered  unwise 

now for him to visit his own district; while the Onu, though not appointed by the Achadu, is a 

swollen-headed, incompetent and particularly useless member of the hierarchy”.37 

  Furthermore, the influence of Ibo women was another issue that contributed enormously 

to the outbreak of Akpanya women revolt. Women especially Ibo women disliked paying tax and 

had from the bitter experience of Aba women riot of 1929 developed intense hatred against tax 

officers and the village heads.  Prior to this violent episode, Akpanya and Adoru district 

generally had a large population of Ibos. The reasons for the high influence of Ibo in Akpanya 

area of Igala land was captured by Messrs Counsell and Cartland when they avered that :  

 There has (sic) been much inter-marriages usually by exchange. The Akpanya 

men prefer Ibo wives because they will help on the farms while their own, like the 

Igala proper, do not. These Ibo wives are often accompanied by their male 



relations who settle down as part of household until they are sufficiently 

established to start farm and house of their own. They are attracted by the rich 

farm land and welcomed by the Adoru people because they will climb palm trees 

and do buildings etc for them. It was largely these Ibo wives who were 

responsible for the demonstration against tax last year.38  

 Although available information from oral accounts pooh-poohs the assertion that the revolt was 

an all Ibo women affair as there were many Igala women that were part and parcel of the 

movement. Besides, Adoru and Akpanya is not Ibo communities neither are all Adoru 

inhabitants of Ibo extraction. However, Ibo women who were married to Igala men in Akpanya 

were instrumental in staging the demonstration. These Ibo women provided the inspiration and 

ideological backings having learned from the Aba women episode. They mobilized themselves 

and their Igala counterparts in the march to Nsukka. Another colonial report incorrectly states 

that: 

All the Adoru inhabitants are of Ibo extraction including the Achadu whose fief it 

is and they look for their wives in the Nsukka villages to the South partly perhaps 

because of some exogamous instinct and partly because these Nsukka women 

work on the farms while the Adoru women, tainted by contact with the Igala, will 

not.  it was chiefly these imported wives and their daughters that staged the 

protest; the reason may be simply that they naturally don’t like paying tax when 

their relations below the southern provinces border are exempted, but there is 

probably more in it than this for land in Adoru is so much more fertile than the 

denuded Nsukka plains that many Ibos cheerfully pay the extra tax and rents in 

addition for the rights to farm there.39 

 

Igbo factor was highly important in the Akpanya women revolt of 1940 primarily because the 

women from Nsukka communities had earlier developed a strong anti-colonial consciousness 

since the 1920s. Besides, the news of the victory of women during the Aba women riot of 1929 

had boosted the morale and mental fibre of the women.  In fact, the Igbo women were financially 

buoyant while some even had chieftaincy titles of Lolo.40 With these quality and caliber of 

women, mobilization was very easy. 



Impact of Akpanya Women Revolt in Igala Land  

Akpanya women revolt of 1940 had significant impact on both the colonial authorities and 

natives alike in the entire Igala land. Describing the impact of this revolt, Tupper-Carey observed 

in the annual report of 1940 that “events in Adoru(Akpanya)took the pride of place in the home 

districts”41 the revolt brought to the fore the enigmatic contribution of women to the anti-colonial 

rule in Igala land and Nigeria in general. In spite of the hitherto conception of Igala women as 

been illiterates, ignorant and lazy, this revolt proved to the British colonial administrators that the 

rural Igala women truly understood the concept of civil disobedience as a means for addressing 

societal  injustice. 

More specifically, the Akpanya women revolt led to the liberation of Igala women from the 

opprobrious economic policies of British authorities particularly in payment of arbitrary high 

incidences of taxation.42 The revolt provided the avenue for women to challenge the imposition 

of female taxation. The revolt also exposed the effects of the world economic slump on Igala 

women and made them more proactive in decision making during the colonial era. Prior to the 

revolt, there was astronomic fall in global prices of palm oil and palm kernels which were the 

basic sources of income for the Igala women. As the women encamped themselves in 

Government station, the women scored a point and passed a powerful message across to the 

British colonial authorities that they were not going to pay tax anymore. The District Officer 

(D.O) was amazed to see the women of this community act in such an unusual manner43. 

British colonial administrators been fully aware of similar unfortunate women riot in Aba ten 

years earlier immediately persuaded the women to return home and promised to immediately 

look into their grievances with a view to re-assessing the community for possible reduction or 

abolition of female taxation if need be. The women were told that there would be an assessment 

before next year consequent upon this promise, two British tax assessors, Messrs E.H.M Counsel 

and B.C. Cartland were drafted to Akpanya to critically evaluate the state of affairs of the 

community with a view to establishing a favorable tax rate for community. The assessment 

lasted for six days, between 14th and 18th of January, 1941 44  

Messrs Counsel and Cartland gave justification for her report when they stated that: “the 

assessment was undertaken mainly as a result of protests made by a certain section of Ibo 

immigrant during 1940. In this connection, it should I think be borne in mind that these women 

were not protesting against the incidence of taxation but against the fact that they were called 

upon to pay tax all when their sister over the Nsukka border lived tax free.”45 In her final remark, 

they assessors stated that “the women were truly unfairly treated them, values of their chief 

sources of income have fallen negatively...Their primitive habits and backward nature, the 

current incidence of tax is too high and should be greatly reduced or abolished. Their report was 

all-encompassing and piqued the D.O of Adoru district, Robert Benard, who personally was 

critical of Counsel and Cartland assessment report as any reduction in female tax rate would lead 



a fall in revenue base of the district. He avers that Counsel and Cartland had erred and expressed 

the view that:  

In my opinion, the assessing officers have allowed themselves, and rightly so, to be 

biased in favour of extremely conservative estimates of both income and crop 

yields…especially the people of Adoru have opportunity of obtaining the rudiments of 

education from various numerous mission activities going on in the division. Their 

country is amazingly fertile in the those crops which are so much in demand in the 

thickly populated areas just to the South of their territory, they are within the reach of the 

river Niger with its cheap transport and numerous buying stations the many local markets 

demands all the supplies of agricultural or sylvan produce they can produce46 

The women revolt therefore caused intense debate among the colonial administrators. It created 

an ideological division among British colonial administrators particularly tax managers. While 

some were in support of female tax abolishment or drastic reduction others advocated for its 

sustenance. The revolt brought women issues and taxation to the front burner in Igala land. 

 Another immediate impact of the Akpanya women revolt was that it culminated to the reduction 

in incidences of female taxations in Igala land.47  Hitherto, Igala women had paid various tax 

rates while tax administrators and local headmen had in many cases been accused of embezzling 

such taxes paid by women. Through the revolt, the demand of the women were met as the reports 

from the assessor and their recommendations were adopted. D.O Benard observes that: “the 

assessing officers have recommended a tax of 3/6 per male and females which gives an incidence 

of 6/5.87d per adult male and  3/5.62 per adult male and female which represents 4.92% of the 

income. I consider that this errs if at all on low side, and endorses their recommendation”48 

 In addition, this revolt also spread to other parts of Igala land from Akpanya. In this same year, 

there were similar troubles in Amaka village of Adoru and Ogbonitsha in Igalogwa area.  They 

both joined in the civil disobedience movements and refused to be counted. Amaka associated 

itself with Akpanya demonstration49.  

 The revolt also led to mass migration of people especially Ibo women out of Akpanya 

community and Adoru district in general.50 Because the dynamic nature of the revolt and its 

sudden spread to other neighboring communities of Amaka and Ogbolisha made the colonial 

administrators and village heads very apprehensive. They threatened the women that they would 

be arrested and charged to court if there was any such attempt again within the community. 

Besides, shortly after the revolt, many of the protesters received the news and rumor that the 

British Colonial authorities had dispatched high powered police intelligence officer  to search 



and arrest the ring leaders and their members respectively.51 Also, some individuals who could 

not cope with the high tax rates had to migrate to other places outside Akpanya. Some migrated 

to the South western region of Nigeria where they worked in the Cocoa plantations in Ondo, 

Ijebu-Ode, Ekiti, Ikare, Owo and other Yoruba communities.  By 1940/1941, the total population 

of Adoru district was 9671 and by 1941/1942, the total population had decreased to 9074 as a 

result migration arising from high tax incidence and the women civil protest.52 H.D Tupper-

Carey poignantly noted that: “A certain number of Ibos left the district at the outbreak of the 

disturbances and there is a large decrease on the tax this year”53 furthermore total amount of tax 

as at 1940/1941 was £1055:1 and it decreased to £1021:9:6 by 1941/1942.54  

In addition, this revolt contributed immensely to the abolition of female taxation in Igala land 

and Northern Nigeria generally and also provided a veritable platform for the anti-colonial 

struggle in Nigeria55. Thus, women in Akpanya publicly did what men could not dare to do.  

Ordinarily, one would have expected the men especially their husbands to have championed a 

crusade of this nature but probably because of fear of arrest, the men were hapless.  Akpanya 

women therefore revolt of 1940 therefore represents a shining example of women contribution of 

resistance venom to the general anti-colonial movement in Nigeria. 

 

Conclusion 

Akpanya women of Igala land in north central Nigeria played important role in the resistance 

struggle against British colonial rule in Nigeria. Through their revolt of 1940, the women 

vehemently challenged the obnoxious economic policies of the British authorities, particularly 

with regards to taxation. Through excessive taxation on women, the British imperial 



administrators expanded the opacity and conduit pipes of women exploitation and general 

underdevelopment. Through civil disobedience movement, the women provided a viable 

platform that later culminated to the abolition of female tax in Igala land. This study also 

examines the origins and causes of this revolt and its impact in Igala land. 
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